Reference No. : WTF23X04071601E
Applicant : Barix AG
Address : Limmatstrasse21, CH-8005 Zürich
Manufacturer : Brightstuff - Codigo Coerente Lda
Address : Rua da Etar Lote 12A Fraccao H 3770-059 Qia Potugal
Product Name : LX400
Trade Name : /
Model(s) : 2023_8164
Ratings : Refer to the test report

Test Standards:

47 CFR FCC Part 15, Subpart B

The above product has been tested by us with the listed standard and found in compliance with the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 47-Telecommunications, FCC Rules and Regulations Part 15, Subpart B and the measurement procedure according to ANSI C63.4:2014. The label must be complying with the (a) of the Section 15.19 labelling requirements.

Supplementary Information:

The product herewith has been successfully tested according to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 47-Telecommunications. Test samples were in an engineering configuration. FCC Conformity Letter of Authorization for marketing will be required based on the final product when needed. Specific test configurations and results are published by Waltek Testing Group (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

The statement is based on a single evaluation of the sample of above mentioned product(s). It does not imply an assessment of the whole production.